☆☆☆☆ Tour in Japan ☆☆☆

Course :

DAY 01

Tokyo → Mount Fuji → Matsumoto Castle → Kyoto → Tokyo

Arrive Tokyo

Arrival at Narita Air Port by air, meets with your tour guide, and transfer
to check–in hotel in Tokyo. We visit Asakusa situated in the suburbs of
Tokyo which has very Japanese style temple and shopping stores. Asakusa
is similar to the towns in East Asian countries. You feel very comfortable at

the atmosphere. Then we visit Sky Tree Tower, the highest tower in Asia.
Overnight @ hotel

DAY 02

Mount Fuji

Breakfast, we go to the Mount Fuji by bus to take a look at Mount Fuji at
closer position and visit the lakes near the Mount Fuji. The scenery of the
Mount Fuji from the lake is quite beautiful. We take large boat on the lake to
see the Mount Fuji and surrounding mountains. The Mount Fuji was
registered as the World Heritage recently. Overnight @ hotel

DAY 03

Matsumoto Castle

Breakfast, we go to Matsumoto City by express train. In the center of the
city there is located Matsumoto Castle which has long history. We take a
walk along the city which is clean and traditional. There are many local
stores which sell traditional souvenirs. In Matsumoto Soba (Japanese
noodle) is famous and delicious. Overnight @ hotel

DAY 04

Kyoto

Kyoto is very famous for foreigners since it is the origin of Japan and has
long history.. Many Emperors (Kings) have lived in Kyoto since long ago.
There are many temples and sightseeing places. Housing style is quite
different from other houses in Japan. House is built by wood, not bricks,
and by unique building method. Kyoto food is typical Japanese food and
famous for foreigners who taste it. . Overnight @ hotel

DAY 05

Return Tokyo

Breakfast, we return to Tokyo by super-speed train. You find another

splendid technology of Japan. Super-speed train runs at 230 km/hour
without noise. The inside of the train is very quiet and comfortable in
sitting. On the way to Tokyo you find the Mount Fuji on the left side. But
the train runs very fast, so you must prepare for looking at the Mount Fuji.
Arrive at Tokyo Station. Overnight @ hotel

DAY 06

Departure from Narita

Breakfast, we go to Narita Air Port by bus. Then You take airplane for your country.

FEE: two persons case
Hotel (middle class) twin bed, 5 nights ----------------- $ 250 per person
Meals

5 Breakfasts, 4 lunchs, 4 dinners -------------$ 25 + $ 40 + $ 60 = $125 per person

Transportaion

Bus --------------$ 22 + $ 23 + $ 15 + $ 23 = $ 83 per person

Train -------------$ 36.7 + $ 89.2 + $ 127.1 = $ 253 per person
Guide --------------- $ 300 per day per person

Optional tour

Tokyo Disney Land

Welcome to the kingdom of magic and dreams! In Tokyo Disneyland theme
consists of land of seven, fun attractions, a variety of entertainment, such
as shops and restaurants. It will take you to the world of dreams.
Fee

$ 62 (adult) $ 42(child) all day per person

Tokyo Disney Sea

Disney Theme Park as the subject of the sea. Fun attractions, a variety of etertainment
and shops.
Fee

$ 62 (adult) $ 42(child) all day per person

Universal Studios Theme Parks in Osaka

Another world where there are a lot of impressions in various areas with different
expression. The theme park where the entertainment of the world class is gathered that
children and adult can enjoy including the show of exciting riding and popular
characters that feature the theme of movies of Hollywood
Fee

$ 66 (adult) $ 45(child) all day per person

Nikko

Nikko is registed as World Heritage and Ramsar Convention. The
difference of sea level ranges 2,000 m or more indeed in Nikko. From the
fact that change in weather and terrain is clear and four seasons are
distinctive, rich and diverse natural world is formed.
Fee

Transportation train (Tokyo to /from Nikko) and bus (In Nokko) ---

$ 80 + $ 22 = $ 102 per person

